Thank you Mr President

My Name is Midhat Klada I represent the European Union of Coptic organisation and the Middle east human rights organisation in Switzerland which is concerned with the rights of religious minorities in the middle east.

The Copts have become a major target for Murder and Theft in addition to the destruction of their churches, schools, shops, pharmacies and all their sources of income.

Last august in only 2 day the copts became a major target for all the terrorist organisations based in egypt under the leadership of the muslim brotherhood. To mention a few of their crimes.

1- 37 churches were robbed and saw complete destruction
2- 22 churches were put under siege and were partly destroyed through the molotov cocktails and rocks thrown at them in addition to the use of firearms.

3- 7 schools were burnt to the ground
4- 7 Organisations attached to church including

5 - pharmacies, shops and hotels that were owned by copts which were pillaged and then burnt to the ground including:
1- 970 houses all over Egypt and the forced expatriation of their owners
2- 176 shop all over Egypt
3- 37 pharmacy all over Egypt
4- 3 hotels were destroyed
5- 75 bus and cars owned by copts
6- some copts were murdered and had their bodies dismembered
7- 7 copts were kidnapped in upper Egypt

6 - 500 girls were kidnapped and they faced forced islamisation forced expatriation in villages throughout Minya, Giga and Asyut

Indeed the Coptic minority has been targeted by the Muslim Brotherhood since its conception to present day and some countries has listed them as a terrorist organisation however some countries still provide them with a safe haven.

For that I ask those convened to provide the appropriate tool to add the organisation to the list of terrorist organisations like Al-Qaeda not just to save Egypt but to salvage the region and the world. We also ask the cessation of all forms of political and financial support to this terrorist organisation.